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Abstract 
Magiropoulos, M., On spaces of equivariant isomorphisms, Topology and its Applications 40 
(1991) 145-155. 
If R: X + X/G is a covering projection, where G is a group of homeomorphisms (diffeomorph- 
isms) acting freely on X, one can talk of spaces of rr-equivariant homeomorphisms (diffeomorph- 
isms). The study of such spaces is of interest to equivariant surgery. In this paper, we obtain 
certain results about these spaces, which in turn, allow us to compute the 0-homotopy groups of 
them in the case where R is the obvious map R” + T”, for n 2 5. 
Keywords: Equivariance, homotopy, fibration. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 55P91. 
Let X be a T2, connected topological space and let G be a group of homeomorph- 
isms which acts without fixed points on X, so that the projection m: +X/Gisa 
covering map. 
We consider the group Top,(X) consisting of those homeomorphisms X + X 
which take fibers onto fibers (with respect o r). More precisely, the image of a 
fiber is a fiber. We call the elements of Top,(X), rr-equivariant homeomorphis 
Let us fix a ?r-equivariant homeomorphism $ and an element g E G. If x E X, then 
S(P) = 4g)f(x), 
for some u(g) E G. This a(g) does not depend on x. To see this, let 
covered neighborhood of the orbit [f(x)]. Then 
&(V)=Gf= u ac, 
aEG 
where t is the slice containing f(x). 
* These results are part of the doctoral dissertation of 
Professor Laurence R. Taylor at the Wnivcrsity of Notre Da 
Oi(j6-864~/91/$03.50 @ 1991-EEsevier %+Dx Publisher’s B.v: iNorth=HQlr%flr’) 
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Let & be the homeomorphism X + X, given by x,~ g% Using continu.ty, we may 
find an open neighborhood fi of x, such that $( U) c V and (Jo&)( U) c a(g) i? 
For x’ E I?, f( gx’) E u(g) V which gives 
for some v E VI Since f is 7r=equivariant, v must be of the form g’f(x’) for some 
8% G. But f(x’) E V and since V is a slice of V, we have 
$(x’) = g’f( x’). 
Since the action is free, g’ is the identity element of G. Thus 
f(gx’) = a(g)f(x’) 
and the set A = {y E X If(gy) = a(g)f(y)} is a nonempty open subset of X. We 
assume that A s X. Let z E X - A. Then f(gz) = g&z) for some gl # o(g). Applying 
the same reasoning we can find a neighborhood of z, say fi, such that for each 
Y’E fi, , f(gy’) = g&y’) which gives Z?, c X -A. Thus we proved that X -A is 
open. But this is impossible because of the connectedness of X. Thus X = A and 
o(g) does not depend on the choice of x. 
One can easily show that if SE Top,(X), the map (o( f ) : G + G, given by 
4)(g) = u(g) 
is an automorphism. Let Aut(G) be the group of automorphisms of G. We have 
the following: 
Proposition 1. The map Q : Top,(X) + Aut( G), given by f-~(f) is a group 
homomorphism. 
roof. If&,&Top,(X), we set c=Q(_&o~~), ol=cp(f,), cr2=(9(f2). For gEG, 
XEX, (_?I o&)(gx) = 4g)(sI “s,)(x) = 4g).K(fi(x)). But (.C 42)(gx) = 
&(&(gx)) =&(fl2(g)&(x)) = al(oz(g))_6(.&(x)). Since G acts freely, a(g) = 
daz(g))=( cl 0 c2)(g), which gives 
A homeomorphism SE Top,(X) is called G-equivariant if f(gx) = d(x), for 
x E X, g E G. Let Top,(X) denote the set of all G-equivariant homeomorphisms. 
We have the following: 
Corollary 2. Top,(X) = ker( cp : Top,(X) + Aut( G)). 
roof. Q(f) = l&Q(gx) = d( ) x , x E X, g E G(J~E Top,, where lG is the identity 
automorphism of G. 0 
Let us consider now the map p:Top,(X ; + Top( X/ G) induced by r. It is easily 
seen that p is a group homomorphism. Substituting p(Top,(X)) for Top( X/G), 
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we denote with p’ the resulting group homomorphism. Let Out(G) be the group of 
outer automorphisms of G. 
ropositioa 3. There exists a group homomorphism 
v’: pU’opm(X)) + Out(G) 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
TOP*(X) 2 Aut( G) 
)) cp’\ Out(G) 
where pr is the natural projection. 
roof. For f~p(Top,(X)), we define q’(f) to be ((pr)o4p)(f), where f is a 
pre-image of J: All we need now, is to show that Q' is well defined. The set of all 
pre-images off is given by all J;g ox g E G. If x E X, g, E G, then 
f&W) = d&W) = (g&)X = (Q(&)k,))J,(X) = [(Q(.f,)k~hlX 
Since g, is arbitrary, we have that Q( &) = rg, where Q is conjugation by g. This gives: 
Q(&".?)=,o Q(f)*Q(& ‘7) O (Q(f))- = rg 
*((pr) 0.7) = ((Pd O Q)(f) 
which implies that Q' is well defined. 0 
Proposition 4. ker Q' = p(Top&X)). 
roof. That ker Q' ~p(Top&X)), is a direct consequence of Corollary 2 and 
L%oposition 3. Let now SE ker Q'. If p is a pre-image off, then Q(S) iS an in 
automorphism of G, that is, Q( $) =7g,forsomegEG. Weset 6=7&f IfxE 
g+G, then Qg,x) = (&-I OS)(&X) = g-‘[(gg,gV(x)l= g*(C’Bx)) = 
gI( &_, 0 f)(x) = g&x). Since g, is arbitrary, this implies that A 
other hand, 6 is a pre-image of f 
arbitrarily, we have ker Q' c p(To 
Combining Corollary 2, 
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Corollary 5. The following diagram is commutative: 








o- P(Tok(x))- p(Top,(X)) rp’_ Out(G). 
~oro~ja~ 6. If f E p(Top,(X)) has a G-equivariant lifting, then all liftings off are 
mapped into Inn(G) by (o. 
proof. Let $ be a G-equivariant lifting of J if f, is another lifting of _& it will have 
the form &ox for some geG. Then (0(~*)=~(jLgof)=(p(~~)04~(S)=~~~l~= 
Q+P(_&)E Inn(G). Cl 
Corollary 7. Zf G is abelian andf E p(Top,( X)), then all liftings off are G-equivariant 
homeomorphisms. 
Proof. Since f E p(Topc(X)), f has a G-equivariant lifting. By Corollary 6, all 
liftings off are mapped by cp into Inn(G). But G is abelian, which gives Inn(G) = 
{fG}= a 
We give now some examples to illustrate different possibilities for cp. 
First we take 2” acting on IV in the obvious way. If a E GL( n, Z) = Aut(Z”), then 
o is the image of the induced (with respect o the standard basis) linear automorphism 
R” +R”, which is of course a v-equivariant homeomorphism (actually it is a 
tr-equivariant C” diffeomorphism). So in this case 9 is an epimorphism. 
Let now Z,* act freely on S3, so that the orbit space is the lens space L( 12,l). 
In this case 7r,(L( 12,l)) 2 &. If a is the standard generator of 7r,(L(12, l)), we 
consider the element a~ Aut(&) such that a(a) = a5. If there exists SE Top,(S3) 
(r is the projection S” + L( 12, l)), such that cp(f) = 0, then the homeomorphism 
f = p(f) : L( l&l) + L( 12,l) should induce an isomorphism f* : a,( L( 12,l)) + 
7rl(L(lZ,l)) such that f*(a) = a? But this is impossible (cf. [3, p. 5: Ex. B]). So in 
this case cp is not an epimorphism. 
Since <p((&/g c G)) = Eib& ,G), we always have Inn(G) c Im cp. 
In the following example we have strict inclusion: 
The obvious action of P2 on S” induces an action of &x Z2 on S” x S”. The 
homeomorphism A : S” x S” --) S” x S”, given by A (s, , s2) = (s2, s,), belongs to 
Top,(S” X S”), where ?T is the covering map S” x S” --) NW” x RP”. If 1 is the identity 
element in Z2, then A(( 1, -l)(sl, sq)) = A(s,, -%) = (-$9 s,) = k-1, w2, s1) = 
(-1, Wh, ~2) which implies that q(A) f lLzXz2. Since BZxZ2 is abelian, Inn(Z,x 
&) = lk2xZ2 l Hence Im q 2 Inn@, x B,). 
Using Zorn’s lemma, one can prove the following proposition which says that p 
is onto in a “wide” sense, 
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Let X be a T2 topological space, not necessarily connected and G a 
group of homeomorphisms acting freely on X, so that g : X + Xl G is a covering rnc,n 
If a E Aut(G), there exists an open dense subset C of X which is G-invariant (that is 
GC = C) and a homeomorphism p: C + C, such that f(gc) = u(g)f(c), for c E C, 
geG. 
Proof (sketch). We consider the collection of pairs JZI = {(A, 6) f A is an open, 
G-invariant subset of X and 6 is a homeomorphism + A such that &(ga) = 
o(g)@ a), for a E A, g E G}. Let x E X and let V be an open, evenly covered 
neighborhood of r(x). Then ?r-‘( V) = JJsE v gV, where 6 is the slice of V which 
contains x. Set A= ?r-‘( V). This is a G-invariant open subset of X. The map 
&, : A + A given by &(gv) = o(g)v, v E t g E G, is a homeomorphism of the desired 
type as one can easily check. That is, (A, &) E sQ=M f 0. We define an equivalence 
relation “s” on J@ as follows: (A, 6) s (B, &) if and only if A c B, hJA = h’. 
Let U , &)j,,} be a chain in &. The open set U = UjE, Aj is G-invariant. We 
define a map 6: U + U, by h(a) = &(a) if a E Aj. One can prove that h’ is a 
well-defined homeomorphism which satisfies &gu) = u(g)& u), u E U, g E G. 
proof, a rather long and tedious one is omitted. 
Obviously ( U, E) is an upper bound of {(Ai, h)jEl}* By Zom’s lemma, there is a 
maximal element (C, 7) E J& Let us assume that C is not dense in X. Then there is 
x E X - C, such that x E cl C (the topological closure of C). That is, there exists an 
open neighborhood 6 of x whose intersection with C is the empty set. We can take 
c to be the slice of an evenly covered open neighbo od of w(x). Consider 
UgEG gi? If for some g E G, gVn C # 0, then there is v such that gve C+vE 
g-‘C = C which is a contradiction. Thus ( UgEG gc) n C = 0. 
We define a homeomorphism f, on UgEG g? as we did at the beginning of the 
proof. The following pair: 
is “greater” than (C, f> which is a contradiction. That is, C is dense. 0 
Our goal now is to get a diagram analogous to that of Corollary 5 on the level 
of the zero homotopy groups of the function spaces involved. Of course, so 
restrictions on G and X have to be made. The first step towards this goal is the 
following proposition (all function spaces are given the C.O. topology). 
Let WE ~(Top,(X))c Aut(G). If G isfinitely generated, then q-‘(a) 
is a union of path-components of Top,(X). 
We give Aut( G) the discrete topolo 
Let JE 9~‘(o), a ET(X). Let 
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?r( a). Let R be a finite set of generators of G. Then {gA, g E R} is a finite collection 
of slices of A. Let cEf_‘(a). Then SE&R S(gc, o(g)&= W (S(gc, o(g)& is 
the set of all w-equivariant homeomorphisms mapping gc into a(g)&. If EE 
then i(c) E i and for g E R a(g)&(c) E a(g Since a( is a slice, a(g)& c) 
must be the only element of its orbit contained in a(g thus 6( gc) = cr(g)/‘$ c), 
g E R. This means q(E) = c on R and consequently on G. Thus cp is continuous 
and the proof is completed. Cl 
Let now X be a T2, locally compact, connected, locally path connected space. 
roposition 10. The induced map p : Top,(X) + Top( Xl G) is a fibration. 
Proof (sketch). If C,(X) is the space of continuous maps X + X which map a fiber 
into another fiber and C(X/G) is the space of all continuous maps X/G 4 X/G, 
the induced map p1 : C=(X) + C(X/ G) is a fibration. The proof is based on the 
definition of a fibration and the Theorem of Exponential Correspondence (cf. [4, 
p m 
Let now H,(X) be the space of homotopy equivalences which map a fiber into 
another fiber and H(X/G) the space of all homotopy equivalences X/G + X/G. 
The map p restricted to H,(X) gives a map p2: H,(X)+ H(X/G). Since H,(X) 
is a union of path components of C,(X) and it is a subset of p.‘(H(X/G)), p2 is 
a fibration. Using uniqueness of liftings and induced maps on fundamental groups 
one proves that Top,(X) is the fibered product of p2 and of the inclusion 
Top(X/ G) q H(X/G) which proves that p is a fibration. 0 
From now on-unless otherwise stated-G is finitely generated and X has the 
properties assumed in Proposition 10. 
Corollary 11. If a~ cg(Top,(X)), the restriction of p on Q-'(C) is a Jibration 
P:Q-‘(o)+Top(X/G). 
roof. Combine Propositions 9 and 10. Cl 
For CT = 1 G, Corollary 11 gives: 
Corollary 12. l%e restriction p : Topc(X) + Top( Xl G) is a jibration. 
If U is a path component of Top,(X), then since p is a fibration, p( U) is a path 
component of Top( X/ G). That is, we are getting an induced map p : 7~,(Top,(X)) + 
%( PUOPAX))) c rro(Top(X/G)) and in view of Corollary 12, an induced map 
p: ~O(TOPG(X)) + n,( P(ToPG(X))) c n,(‘~‘op(X/G)), 
which is just the restriction of the first @ to ~Ji’op~(X)), 
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All sets above are groups in the obvious way (if U, V are path components of 
Top,(X) represented by x g respectively, then the product U * V is defined to be 
the path component of Top,(X) which contains f 0 g). Then the two maps p above 
are group homomorphisms and obviously ?rO(Topc(X)) and ~~(p(Top&X))) are 
subgroups of ~~(Top,( X)) and 7r0( p(Top,( X))) respectively. 
Finally, p and Q' induce the following group homomorphisms on the 7r0-level: 
+ : mO’wa(X)) + AutW), @’ :dpUop,W)) + Out(G). 
Combining all these facts we have: 
eorem 13. ‘T;he following diagram is commutative: 
o- %(Top~(X)j-- rro(Top,(X)) 2 Aut(G) 
0 + ~P(TwG(X)))C--, md~(TopAX)~) * OuWj. 
Many questions asked about the relation between Top,(X) and Top(X/G) can 
be asked on a path component level. The obvious candidate would be the path 
component U( 1) of Top( X/ G) which contains the identity map X/G + X/ G, since 
RW’( WI))) is a subgroup of ?r,(Top,(X)). One can define a group homomorph- 
ism r : G + 7rO( p-‘( U( 1))), by taking an element g E G to the path component U( &) 
which contains &. The map T is actually an epimorphism for the following reason: 
The restriction of p, p-‘( U( 1)) + U( 1) is a fibration, so each path component of 
p-‘( U( 1)) is mapped onto U( 1). That is, each element of rO( p-‘( U( 1))) contains 
a lifting of the identity 1: Xl G + Xl G. 
of G. 
If G isfinitely generated, then ker 7 c Z(G), where Z(G) is the center 
Proof. The identity map lx . l X+X is a G-equivariant homeomorphism and thus 
U( lx) consists of G-equivariant homeomorphisms (apply Proposition 9 for u = 
If g E ker r, then & E U( l,)*& is G-equivariant. Then if x E X, g% G, &(g’x) = 
g(g’x) = (gg’jx = g’&(x) = g’(gx) = (g’gjx which gives gg’ = g’g. Since g’ was 
arbitrary, this means g E Z( Gj. Since g was an arbitrary element of ker r, the proof 
is completed. Cl 
The following example illustrates di 
ker 7 and 6. 
e relation bet~en 
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Example 15. (a) Consider the obvious action of H2 on S2”. The antipodal map A 
and the identity 1: S2” + S2” are not homotopic, hence they are not connected by 
a ?r-equivariant isotopy. Thus ker T = {l,,} 5 Z(Z2) = B2. 
(b) Consider now H2 acting on S2”? In this case, the antipodal map A and the 
identity S2n+1 +S2n+* are isotopic, the isotopy being given by F,( zl, z2, . . . , z,) = 
e’“‘(z,, z2, . . . , z,,), t E [0, 11, (z, , z2, . . . , z,) E C”. This isotopy is obviously V- 
equivariant and so ker T = P2 = Z(Z,). 
(c) We take finally the “combined” action of E2 x Hz on S2” x S2”+‘. Note that 
A x 1 is not homotopic to 1 x 1, whereas 1 x A is isotopic to 1 x 1. Thus ker r = 
{(l, l), (1, -1)}=Z2. That is, {l+,,z,}Sker 75E2xZ2=Z(Z2xZ2). 
The following proposition gives a nice algebraic description of Top,(X). 
sition 16. If G is Q group of homeomorphisms acting freely on a T,, connected 
topological space X so that IT : X + X/ G is a covering map, Top,(X) is the normalizer 
of G in Top(X). 
Proof. G is embedded into Top,(X) by g H &. Let SE Top,(X). For x E X, g E G, 
(fo& ?i-‘)(~) =J;(gY(x)) = bmdlfcro) = hmg)l~ =_ffqtj,(g,W 
Consequently $0 & 0 $-’ E G. Since g was arbitrary, f 0 G 0 f-’ c G. That is, G is 
a normal subgroup of Top,(X) which gives Top,(X)c N,,,,,,(G). Let now SE 
Top(X), such that for each g E G, there is o(g) E G with fo& 0 $-’ =f&. 
For XE X, we have (To& of-‘)(f(x)) =~&,,(~(x))+~(gx) = c(g)f(x)*fE 
Top,(X) which gives A/&,&G) c Top,(X). 0 
We consider now a T2, connected, C” manifold M and a group G of C” 
diffeomorphisms acting on M without fixed points. We give to M/G the induced 
C” structure. Then the projection w: M + M/G is a covering map and a local C” 
diffeomorphism. The map v induces a group homomorphism p*: Diff z( M) + 
Diff”( M/ G) in the obvious way. (Here Diff z( M) is tile group of m-equivariant 
C” diffeomorphisms M + M and Diff”( M/ G) is the group of all C” diffeomorph- 
isms M/G + M/G.) If we give to these groups the weak Cz topology (cf. [2, p. 36]), 
the map p* will be a fibration. One can prove this by showing that Diffz( M) is the 
fibered product of the obvious map i : Difl?( M/ G) + Top( M/ G) and p : Top,(M) + 
Top(M/G). We could not prove the same thing in the case our spaces were given 
the strong CT topology (cf. [2, p. 361). However, if M is compact he two topologies 
coincide. 
Now it is not hard to see that with the exception of Proposition 8 all the results 
we obtained for the Top case can be translated into Cz results. The proofs are 
identical when function space topology plays no role at all, whereas ome slight 
modifications are needed when one passes fro&m the compact open to C, topology, 
in the case function space topology is involved. In particular, one has the C, 
counterpart of Theorem 13: 
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eore 7. If G is finitely generated, the following diagram is commutative: 
O- rrO(Diffg(M))k wO(Diffz( )) ,8,, Aut( G) 
1 -CCl P 
O- Irr,,(p”)(Diffg(M)))+ wo(p”(Diffz( ))) ,z out(G) 
where p’“, &, &,,, are the Cz counterparts of p, $, @’ and Diff z( 
of G-equivariant C” difleomorphisms. 
We turn now to an application based on the commutative diagrams of Theorems 
13 and 17. 
Let m be the covering projection 
T”=~‘xS’x* l ‘X5’ 
n times 
where n 2 5. One should notice first that since 




88” is contractible p( 
are two split exact sequences: 
o+ EYO (,“)H,O c (:)&+I + ro( DifI?( T”)) + GL( n, H) + 0 
i=O 
where the subgroups &+I are represented by C” diffeomorphisms of the disk 
D’ rel8D’ cross the identity on a factor T”-’ of T” and the projection to the right 
4 of both sequences i  defined by considering the induced homomorphism on n,( T”) 
(cf. [l, Theorem 4.11). 
We consider the associated to 7r commutative diagram of Theorem 13 
0- rr,(Topzn(R”))k ~Jf’op,(R”)) 2 Aut(E”) 2 GL(n, a) 
0- no(p(Top,~(R”)))- ~~(p(Top,(R”))) --% Aut(H”) aGL(n, h) 
and the one of Theorem 17 
0 - 7ro(Diff>(R”))C----* ?rO( iff I) -fL 
I -m P 
iff,“.(W”)))+ dP”( 
One can easily see that in bot 
right of the two split exac 
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?ro(p(TopA~“))) + z?, ?r0(pm(Diff~l(IWn)))~:~O(;jE20~~=0(?)rj+,. Let U(l), 
U( 1) be the path-components of the identity maps T” + T” and R” + R” in Tog( T” j 
and Top,,(R”) respectively and U”(l), cm(l) be the path-components of the same 
maps in Dif”( T”) and Diff~(R”) respectively. We set A = p-‘( U( 1)) and A” = 
p-,( U”( 1)). Consider the fibrations p : A -* U(l), p*: A” + U”( 1 j and the corre- 
sponding homotopy exact sequences 





?T,,( A”, id) - %(UVj)=O, 
where we have identified the fiber over the identity with Z” in both cases. The two 
maps i, : 2” + ro(A, id) and i, : Z” + mo(A”, id) are the epimorphisms r of Propo- 
sition 14 and of its C” counterpart. ker i* is related to w,( U(1)) (?r,( U”(1)) 
respectively) in the following way: the connecting map 6, is defined by means 
of the bicorrespondence p* : a,(A, k”, id) + n,( U(l), id) (pz: v,(Am, Z”, id) + 
P,( U”(l), id) respectively), so that if [w] E a,( U(l), id) (7r,( U”(l), id), respec- 
tively) and w’ is a representative of p,‘([w]), then a,([~]) = w’(l) (1 here is of 
course, the natural number 1). Now m,(A, Z”, id) = P,( f?(l), ker i,, id) 
( r,(Am, Z”, id) = tr,( U”(l), ker i*, id), respectively) and ker i, is nothing else but 
the part of Z” which belongs to e(l) (U”(l), respectively). 
Consider the map S : ( T”, e> + ( fim( l), id), given by defining S(t) to be multiplica- 
tion by t (t E T”, where T” is viewed as a group with e being the identity element). 
Let j be the continuous map induced by the set theoretical inclusion ( U”(l), id) L, 
(U(l),idj. If e,,e, ,..., e, are the standard generators of 7r,( T”, e), then 
S,(e,j, S,(e2j,. . - , S,(e,) are elements of ?r,( U”(l), id) and j,S.Je,), 
A$W2), . . . , j&e,) are elements of ?r,( U( l), id). 
For each i = 1,2,. . . , n, and 
P*G,&&jj = [ -1 
p,‘(S,(ei))=[rpi]“E~,(fi~(l),keri,,id) 
9, E w,( fi( l), ker i, , id), where vi : (I, 1,O) + ( Um( 1 j, ker i, , id) 
(I = 10, l]), is defined by pi(s) (S E I) being the C” ?r-:quivariant diffeomorphism 
R” + R” given as fOllOWS: qpi(S)(X,, X2,. . . , X,) = (X1, X2,. . . , Xi + s, . . . , x,). Con- 
sequently, qi( 1) is translation by (0, 0, . . . , 1, . . -, 0) (1 in the ith place). Thus for 
eachi=l,2 ,..., n (0,O ,..., 1 , . . . , 0) (1 in the ith place) belongs to ker i,, which 
implies that ker i, = 8” in both cases. This, in turn, gives ?r,(A) = T,,(A”) = 0. Hence: 
,T,,(To~~+R”)) : Zy, 
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